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and when these characteristics are present the diagnosis is usually simple.
Tn cases of difficulty the test for heterophil antibodies can now be relied
upon, but it may not be conclusive at the onset.
7.-DIFFERENTTAL DIAGNOSIS
(1)—Glandular Type
The diagnosis from acute lymphoid leukaemia is rarely difficult, since in Diagnosis
glandular fever the patient does not appear ill and is not anaemic. The f{yt^^e
differences in the blood pictures have already been described (see p. 568). leukaemia
The rapid recovery soon decides the diagnosis.
Mistakes in diagnosis from mumps are frequently made, and occa- From mumps
sionally the decision may be difficult. In the glandular type oedema in
the neck is extremely rare and pain usually slight. The parotid over the
jaw is never enlarged.
The diagnosis from sepsis is occasionally difficult when there has been From sepsis
a previous tonsillitis and exudate is present on the tonsils. The doubt
rarely exists for more than a few hours.
(2)—Anginose Type
Glandular fever angina differs clinically from diphtheria in the long From
prodromal period with slow onset of sore-throat, the comparatively mild diP}ltheria
constitutional symptoms, the long duration of the membrane, and the
absence of collapse. Lymphocytosis never occurs in diphtheria.
In scarlet fever the prodromal period does not exceed one or two days. From scarlet
Despite statements to the contrary it is not proved that Vincent's ^^^s
angina produces lymphocytosis.	angina
(3)—Febrile Type
The clinical diagnosis from enteric and influenza may be difficult in From enteric
the prodromal stages, but most of the mistakes were made before the andinfluenza
febrile type was recognized.
With a rubelliform eruption the diagnosis from German measles may From German
be difficult or impossible, especially in cases of glandular fever in which measles
the occipital glands are enlarged.
8-TREATMENT
The disease is undoubtedly infectious, and isolation is indicated, but the Prophylaxis
degree of infectivity from a simple case is not very high. Epidemics are
common in schools and institutions. It should be borne in mind that
with reasonable precautions an ordinary case rarely infects other mem-
bers of a household, but when two or three cases have occurred in a
school a high proportion of the children commonly become infected.
Symptomatic treatment is, in general, sufficient. In the glandular type

